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Workshop Abstract 

Growing your team is about more than just hiring the people with the strongest technical skills. 
The interview process is about making sure the people that join your team fit into the larger 
picture.  
 
In this workshop, a software development manager and a technical recruiter will teach you how 
to identify the needs of your specific team.  
 
They will help you create a unique interviewing framework that considers your team’s technical 
and non-technical needs. This framework will compare those needs with the strengths and 
weaknesses of potential team members.  
 
Then, you will apply your framework to common scenarios to help make more informed and 
effective interviewing decisions.  
 
Finally, we will discuss how to take this framework back into the real world. 

 

 

 

 



Speaker Bios 

Cassandra Faris is a Support Agent at Test Double, a 
software development consulting agency. She is responsible 
for the growth, support, and success of the company’s agents. 
She leads Test Double’s employee and community outreach 
initiatives.  
 
Cassandra is passionate about growing the tech community 
and its people. She is an international speaker who specializes 
in teaching professional skills at technology conferences. She 
is also the President of the Microsoft and open source 
conference, DogFoodCon, and a Per Scholas Advisory Board 
member.  
 
She has an MBA in Organizational Leadership. When she's not 

busy with the tech community, she is avid tabletop gamer, runner, and soccer fan who travels 
as much as possible. 
 
Jared Faris is a Microsoft MVP and the VP of Technology and 
Solutions at HMB, an IT services company based out of Columbus, 
OH. His focus is on building great development teams through 
training, mentoring, and prodigious amounts of caffeine. He’s spent 
years building web applications with cloud and mobile experience.  
 
Jared helps organize Stir Trek as well as a variety of other events 
in and around Columbus, OH. He is an international keynoter and 
frequent conference speaker. In fact, if he doesn't have some 
conference deadline he doesn't know what to do with himself.  
 
You can find out more about him at http://jaredthenerd.com or 
follow him @jaredthenerd. 
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